This essay proposes that the subject of the lost play Vayvode, performed by the Admiral’s Men in 1598, may have been John Hunyadi, a fifteenth-century Hungarian military commander celebrated as a bulwark of Christian Europe against the Ottoman threat. It considers which historical sources would have been available to the playwright, the popularity of Hunyadi in the sixteenth century, and the theatrical contexts of the 1590s, as well as some alternative possibilities for the hero of the Admiral’s play.

In 1598 the Admiral’s Men performed a play, now lost, by name of Vayvode. In his Diary, Philip Henslowe records four payments from August 21 to 25 for apparel and properties relating to the play, indicating that the company was preparing for a production; later that month, on August 29, a payment of 20s is recorded to Henry Chettle ‘ffor his playe of vayvode’.1 Some months later, Henslowe records 40s ‘pd vnto my sonne Edward alleyn the 21 of Janewary for the playe of vayvod for the company’.2 Apart from the play’s mysterious title, the only other information we learn from Henslowe’s Diary that might indicate anything about the play’s content is the fact that its production required the services of a ‘lace man[ ]’ and a ‘tayller[ ]’, and involved a ‘sewte & a gowne’ as well as ‘diuers thinges’. Even the original dramatist is unknown: the peculiar order and amount of the payments seem to indicate that Vayvode was an old play owned, in August 1598, by Alleyn, and that Chettle was paid for last-minute revisions or additions.3 In many ways Vayvode is typical of those myriad lost plays of the Renaissance whose extant traces offer theatre historians very little (if any) evidence of their narrative content. Yet despite the dearth of information that survives about this play, I will argue in what follows that the subject of the Admiral’s Vayvode might well have been John Hunyadi, a fifteenth-century Hungarian military commander celebrated as a bulwark of Christendom against the Ottoman
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threat to eastern Europe. The story of John Hunyadi would have been easily accessible to a playwright at the end of the sixteenth century, at which time Hunyadi was a figure of considerable popularity who had taken part in events that occupied an important place in the cultural imagination of the later Crusades. A play about Hunyadi would have been consistent with the theatrical trends of the 1590s; indeed, if a strong enough case can be made for this claim, the Admiral’s Vayvode could become relevant to our current understanding of the theatrical culture and repertory system of the London professional companies and, in particular, to the question of Marlowe’s influence after his death.

The Case for John Hunyadi

Let us begin by considering the play’s strange title, which appears six times in Henslowe’s records as ‘vayvode’ (the sole occurrence of the spelling ‘vayvod’ is quoted above). While we might at first assume that Vayvode represents the proper name of a character about whom nothing further can be known, the unfamiliar word vaivode (or voivode, ultimately from an old Slavonic title for a military leader) was used in the Renaissance to denote ‘a local ruler or official in various parts of south-eastern Europe (in older use esp. in Transylvania)’ (OED). The word was by no means unknown in early modern England: the OED’s first citation occurs in 1560, and it appears often in accounts of eastern Europe, especially in the context of histories of the Ottoman empire. Through most of the Middle Ages and Renaissance, Transylvania was part of the Hungarian kingdom, and its vaivode was a governor who controlled the region as a Hungarian province. Doubtless the title of the Admiral’s Vayvode was meant to indicate such a figure, and theatre scholars have offered several suggestions along these lines. In 1845, John Payne Collier was the first to propose a specific historical figure: ‘It seems likely that the play called Vayvode related to the adventures of the Vayvode Michael of Wallachia, in his struggle for independence against the Turks in 1597’. William Carew Hazlitt in 1892 suggested a slightly different context appropriate for the name: ‘This drama, no longer known, was possibly founded on the current incidents in the war between Transylvania and Austria’. Writing about a quarter century later, Louis Wann noted ‘it is likely that Vayvode was a conqueror play or tragedy … treating of the long struggle between one of the Vayvodes of Wallachia and the Ottoman Turks’. Wann later reiterated Collier’s suggestion of Michael the Brave of Wallachia. Samuel C. Chew
advanced another proposal in his comprehensive study of early modern England and Islam, *The Crescent and the Rose* (1937), where he claimed that the play ‘doubtless had to do with the fighting around Budapest and with other stirring events in the life of [John] Zapolya, the Voivode of Transylvania’.

Others have speculated that the eponymous *vaivode* may have been Polish. A different proposal, raised by George Gömöri in a survey of depictions of John Hunyadi in Renaissance England, suggested that the Admiral’s play may have been a dramatic version of the Hunyadi story. This suggestion, I believe, constitutes the most likely candidate for the subject of *Vayvode*, one that a wealth of circumstantial evidence can support.

John Hunyadi (ca 1407–56), one of the most important figures in the Kingdom of Hungary, enjoyed a dazzling career as a military commander and politician. He was made the *vaivode* of Transylvania in 1440, attaining in 1446 the regency of Hungary during the minority of King Ladislaus Posthumus, and was himself the father of the future King Matthias Corvinus. Early readers could have encountered the stories of Hunyadi’s martial exploits, especially at the Battle of Varna (1444) and the Siege of Belgrade (1456), in a number of sixteenth-century English sources. One particularly vivid version appeared in Foxe’s *Actes and Monuments*, when it was expanded in its 1570 edition to include, among other additions, a long digression on the history of the Turks, part of which celebrates Hunyadi for his achievements in the fifteenth-century Crusades. Foxe’s book was, of course, easily accessible to any later sixteenth-century reader. The 1570 edition, with its newly included history of the Ottomans, was ubiquitous after an ‘order of the Privy Council instructed the Archbishops of Canterbury and York and Bishop of London to ensure that parish churches acquire copies of Foxe’s book’, often kept chained beside the Bible. Playwrights no doubt availed themselves of this accessible resource: for example, the year after performing *Vayvode*, the Admiral’s Men would stage the two parts of *Sir John Oldcastle*, their martyrological corrective to Shakespeare’s Falstaff, for which Foxe’s *Actes and Monuments* served as a major source.

Before we consider Foxe’s account of Hunyadi, we should address the apparently counterintuitive fact that the title of the Admiral’s play would have referred to its protagonist’s honorific designation rather than his name. Indeed, the very unfamiliarity of the distinction could easily cause confusion. A number of texts bear witness to this possibility, including, crucially, Foxe’s *Actes and Monuments*, at the moment when Hunyadi is introduced to the reader: ‘Amurathes yᵉ great Turke … inuaded the realme of Hu[n]gary:
where Huniades surnamed Vaiuoda, Prince of Transiluania, joing with the new King Vladislaus, did both together set against the Turke.\footnote{14} Readers of George Whetstone’s *The English Myrror* (1586), a source for Marlowe’s *Tamburlaine*, may have been led to a similar conclusion in the description of Hunyadi’s performance at the Siege of Belgrade, where the Sultan Mahomet was ‘driuen with dishonor, besides the losse of many men, & much artillery, by that valiant Hungarian captaine Iohn Vaiuode’.\footnote{15} Again, in 1604, he is referred to as ‘IOHN [H]VNIADES VAIVODA (a very famous Captaine for the great victories which he had obtained against the Turkes)’\footnote{16}. A playwright reading Foxe, then, could conceivably have made the same mistake of assuming ‘Vayvode’ to be Hunyadi’s name, and perhaps even to have titled his play accordingly.

The key event with which Hunyadi is associated in Foxe and other sixteenth-century sources is the Battle of Varna (10 November 1444), at which he assisted Vladislaus, king of Poland and Hungary, against Sultan Murad II (‘Amurath’).\footnote{17} In Foxe’s account, Hunyadi’s victorious long march through the Balkans, during which he overthrows the pasha (‘Bassa’) of Anatolia, precipitated the events at Varna. In one day, Hunyadi leads five separate victories against the Turks, inflicting 30,000 casualties. So decisive a defeat is it that Amurath, receiving news of another invasion by the prince of Karaman (‘Caramannus’), settles a ten-year truce with Vladislaus and Hunyadi. After the departure of Amurath, however, the papal legate Cardinal Julian Cesarini arrives with a dispensation for Vladislaus, permitting him to break his oath with the Turks and promising reinforcements should he decide to resume the offensive crusade into the Balkans. (Unsurprisingly, this incident occasions a digression by Foxe on the papal abuse of power.) Advancing into Wallachia and Bulgaria, Vladislaus falls sick at the town of Varna, where Amurath, informed of the broken truce, encounters him with the Turkish army. The Battle of Varna is described as lasting ‘three daies and three nightes together, with great courage & much blooused on each side: insomuch that the field did stand with lakes of bloud.’\footnote{18} Vladislaus dies. The prelates prove incompetent military leaders, and the ‘Popes Bishops flieng to saue themselues, fell into the marishes, and there were destroied, susteining a durtey death con-digne to their filthy falshode and vntruth’. Hunyadi survives by fleeing.

The debacle at Varna was not a success for the Christians; certainly, the Siege of Belgrade (1456) in which Hunyadi’s forces fought against Mehmed II was a more decisive victory.\footnote{19} Nevertheless, the Battle of Varna was both the central moment of Hunyadi’s martial achievement and an important
event in the popular imagination of the Crusades. At the end of the Varna episode in *Actes and Monuments*, Foxe praises Hunyadi in hyperbolic terms:

> This John Huniades the worthy warrier was borne in Walachia … of all Captaines y\textsuperscript{e}uer went against the Turkes, [the] most famous & singular, prudent in wit, discreet in counsale, expert and politike in warre, prompt of hand, circumspect before he attempted, quicke in expedition; in whom wa[n]ted almost no good propertie requisite in a warlike Captaine. Against two most mighty and fierce tirants, Amurathes and Mahumetes, through the Lords might, he defended all Pannonia, and therefore was called the thunderbolt and terrour of the Turkes. Like as Achilles was vnto y\textsuperscript{e} Grecians, so was he set vp of God to be as a wal or bulwarke of al Europe against the cruell Turkes and enemies of Christ, and of his Christians.\textsuperscript{20}

Besides Foxe’s version, the story of Hunyadi was available in a number of other sixteenth-century historical sources, repeating his reputation as a bulwark of Christian Europe and scourge of Islam.\textsuperscript{21} In popular lore (much later recounted by Gibbon), Hunyadi was so terrifying to the Ottomans that merely repeating his name could frighten children into silence; in this light he appears in Whitney’s 1586 *Choice of Emblemes* beside the comparable terrors of Hector and Talbot:

> So, HECTORS sighte greate feare in Greekes did worke,  
> When hee was showed on horsebacke, beeinge dead:  
> HVNIADES, the terrour of the Turke,  
> Thoughe layed in graue, yet at his name they fled:  
> And cryinge babes, they ceased with the same,  
> The like in FRANCE, sometime did TALBOTS name.\textsuperscript{22}

In yet another elision of Hunyadi’s name with his title, one sixteenth-century English version of this anecdote tells of ‘Iohn Vaiuoda’ and his victories against the Ottomans ‘so that it was growen to a Prouerbe amonge y\textsuperscript{e} Turkes, y\textsuperscript{e} whe[n] y\textsuperscript{e} mothers woulde appease their chyldren from crying, or els w\textsuperscript{e} drawe them fro[m] any fonde desyre y\textsuperscript{e} they had, they would say, here co[m]meth Vaiuoda.’\textsuperscript{23}

Around the turn of the century, Hunyadi was far from an unfamiliar figure. We find his name appearing in Nashe’s *Lenten Stuffe* (‘this Huniades of the liquid element’) and in Florio’s translation of Montaigne.\textsuperscript{24} Thomas Heywood, who was under contract as an actor at the Rose when the
Admiral’s Men performed *Vayvode* in 1598, cites ‘braue Prince Huniades’ in the long historical chronicle that closes *Troia Britanica* (1609). Indeed, for a playwright, the attraction to write about Hunyadi would have included the opportunity to dramatize both a celebrated war hero and an event that sixteenth-century Protestant divines saw as an important moral lesson. Martin Luther’s address *To the Christian Nobility of the German Nation* (1520) cites the Battle of Varna as an example of Catholic perjury and its disastrous consequences, an interpretation upon which Foxe’s version elaborated. Again, in Thomas Beard’s translation of *The Theatre of Gods Iudgements* (1597), Varna appears as a ‘most notable example of the punishment of periurie & falshood’. Depictions of the battle tended to embellish upon a moral chiaroscuro between its heroic military commander and its corrupt political and ecclesiastic leaders. This dynamic appears in a later play, *Hans Beer-Pot, His Invisible Comedy of See Me and See Me Not*, written by Dabridgcourt Belchier and published in 1618, which gives an extended account of the Battle of Varna contrasting the noble Hunyadi with the perjured Vladislau and the incompetent Julius Cesarini. A playwright dramatizing the battle would have found the opportunity to write for the character types of a weak-willed monarch, a Machiavellian cardinal, and a war hero undermined by them both. (Indeed, given the contemporaneous association of Hunaides with Talbot, Shakespeare’s *1 Henry VI* comes to mind.) Another attraction of the Hunyadi story might have been the possibility for subplots provided in the historical sources, including Foxe’s account of the unsuccessful intrigues against Hunyadi by the ‘wicked Ulricus Earle of Cilicia’ (Ulrich of Celje), as well as the dissimulation of the Hungarian king (Ladislaus the Posthumous) after Hunyadi’s death in a plot to kill his two sons, Ladislaus and Mathias. The plot is half-successful, resulting in the execution of the elder while the younger goes on to succeed Ladislaus as the famous King Matthias Corvinus of Hungary.

We have further reason to imagine that the Admiral’s Men’s play took Hunyadi as its subject when we consider the broader theatrical trends of the 1590s. A play centred on a charismatic fifteenth-century military hero who fought against the Turks in exotic eastern settings may well have represented an intentional effort by the Admiral’s Men to put audiences in mind of Marlowe’s wildly popular *Tamburlaine*. As Roslyn L. Knutson observes, ‘the company owners of Marlowe’s old plays recognized their individual commercial value but recognized as well that their value would be enhanced by a complementary repertory that duplicated, exploited, or exaggerated certain
of their features. Important assets in the Admiral’s repertory, the two parts of Tamburlaine were published in 1590 as having been performed ‘sundrie times’ by the company, who later revived both parts in 1594–95, with Part One receiving fifteen performances and Part Two seven. The two parts of the lost Tamar Cham, owned originally by Strange’s Men, might well have depicted the conquests of Genghis Khan; the Admiral’s Men acquired both parts in 1596, with performances running from May to November of that year. 1 Tamar Cham was also apparently revived in 1602 when the company purchased the book from Alleyn, as it had Vayvode. If performances of Tamar Cham represented attempts by both Strange’s Men and the Admiral’s Men to profit on the success of Tamburlaine, a play on John Hunyadi would have represented something similar. Certainly, a vogue for plays about conqueror figures followed hot on the heels of Marlowe’s play, and Tamburlaine, along with Kyd’s versions of ‘Soliman and Perseda’ and Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar, inaugurated a popular trend of representing Turks on the stage. A play about Hunyadi would have taken as its setting the easternmost frontier of Europe, the very threshold of Christendom abutting the vast and threatening Ottoman empire.

Yet another lost play from the turn of the century makes the claim more plausible. The ‘true historye of GEORGE SCANDERBARGE’ was entered in the Stationers’ Register on 3 July 1601 as having been ‘lately playd’ by the earl of Oxford’s players. Considerably less ambiguous than Vayvode, this title indicates a play that almost certainly treated the exploits of George Castrioti (given the Turkish cognomen Scanderbeg, ‘Lord Alexander’), another famous fifteenth-century military hero. Like Hunyadi, Scanderbeg was an icon of Christian resistance against the Ottoman empire: having been captured as a child and raised by Murad II, he rebelled against the Turks to protect his native Albania, converting from Islam back to Christianity. The connection that Edward Gibbon would observe in the eighteenth century (‘In the list of heroes John Huniades and Scanderbeg are commonly associated’) was well underway in the sixteenth. Foxe’s accounts of Hunyadi and Scanderbeg alternate between the two, while explicitly drawing parallels between them: ‘this noble and victorious Scanderbeius (whom the Lord also had raiued vp the same tyme with Huniades, to bride the fury of the Turkes) valiantly defended against all the power of Amurathes’; ‘In the mean tyme while Amurathes this Turkishe tyrant was cloystered vp in his Monkish Religion, Ioannes Huniades in the kyngdome of Hungary, and Castriotus Scanderbeius in Grecia, kept great styrre against the Turkes’.

The Admiral’s Vayvode of 1598
The voluminous *Historie of George Castriot, Surnamed Scanderbeg*, published in 1596, offers not only an elaborate account of the Battle of Varna, but also the narrator’s fantasy of seeing Hunyadi and Scanderbeg fight side by side, along with a comparison of their characters.42

In a recent article, David McInnis persuasively suggests that Oxford’s players’ *George Scanderbeg* may have represented yet another attempt by a rival company to capitalize on the success of *Tamburlaine*. Besides the contemporaneity of Tamburlaine and Scanderbeg, ‘[t]he two leaders’ opposition to the Turks united them further in the popular imagination, and as at least one critic has suggested, the Tamburlaine/Bajazeth dynamic may conceivably have been replicated in the form of the Scanderbeg/Mahomet II relationship’.43 While the specifically close relationship that McInnis draws between the characters of Tamburlaine and Scanderbeg would be less applicable to Hunyadi, they certainly represented a single type in the Renaissance imagination. Indeed, one seventeenth-century historian could unite all three with a shared accolade: ‘Tamberlane, Zisca, Huniades, Scanderbeg, and Gustavus King of Sweden of this Period, may be justly paralel’d with the most famous Leaders, that we read of amongst the Ancients’.44 At the very least, we can imagine both Vayvode and Scanderbeg as triumphalist Christian versions of Tamburlaine’s campaigns in the East, and the likely performance of *Scanderbeg* around 1600 informs us that a company could suppose that this particular variation on the *Tamburlaine* theme was marketable at that moment.45

Perhaps the most powerful evidence to connect a Hunyadi play to the *Tamburlaine* phenomenon, however, is the role that the Battle of Varna played in Marlowe’s drama itself. In 2 *Tamburlaine*, the Christian King Sigismond of Hungary is persuaded to break a truce with his Turkish enemy Orcanes, who has left with his army to confront Tamburlaine. The argument, put forward by Fredericke and Baldwine, lords of Buda and Bohema, is that Christians need not keep oaths made with infidel Turks, especially when presented with a God-given opportunity to ‘scourge their foule blasphemous Paganisme’.46 Orcanes’s response to the news of the breach is shocked disbelief: ‘Can there be such deceit in Christians, / Or treason in the fleshly heart of man[?]’47 Orcanes prays to Christ for revenge, and, in the next scene, Sigismond dies after realizing his fault: ‘God hath thundered vengeance from on high, / For my accurst and hatefull periurie’.48 As critics have long recognized, Marlowe’s chief source for this episode was the notorious Battle of Varna.49 While the historical battle took place after the events depicted in the play, the subplot of
2 Tamburlaine superimposes the situation at Varna onto new characters. Sigismond, a Christian king of Hungary contemporaneous with Tamburlaine, stands in for the Hungarian king Vladislaus; Amurath becomes Orcanes (a name that appears elsewhere in Foxe); and the ostensibly moral Machiavellians Fredericke and Baldwine perform the role of Julian Cesarini. The play clearly grafts the famous historical event into its plot, and playgoers could quite possibly have picked up on this episode’s similarity to the Battle of Varna, thereby triggering a host of moral associations that attended the event in Protestant literature. In fact, as a telltale clue, Marlowe’s Fredericke even refers to Varna by name in his speech to Sigismund (‘How through the midst of Verna and Bulgaria’). Perhaps also conceivable is that a playwright, having seen or read this historical event so powerfully (if briefly) dramatized, may have thought to dramatize the original in greater detail himself.

We may confidently assume that Foxe’s Actes and Monuments would have been a readily accessible source for any dramatist working after 1570; however, source studies of Marlowe’s play open up wider horizons for what material may have been available to the playwright of Vayvode. Given the chronological proximity of Hunyadi and Tamburlaine, Marlowe and the Vayvode playwright may have consulted similar authorities. Licensed by the fact that Marlowe resided at Cambridge in the 1580s, critics have speculated that these sources may have included Latin works, such as the Rerum Ungaricarum Decades (published in Basle, 1543 and 1568), a history of Hungary written by the Italian Antonius Bonfinius at the court of Matthias Corvinus. Certainly Bonfinius’s work provides direct analogues for speeches in the Sigismond subplot of 2 Tamburlaine: the scene in which Orcanes and Sigismond ratify their truce, the arguments used by Fredericke and Baldwine, and the curses of the betrayed Orcanes all have direct parallels in Bonfinius, at times appearing ‘little more than a poet’s transcript from history’. Indeed, the elevated rhetoric and embellished details of Bonfinius’s humanist historiographical project would have made it potentially appealing to a dramatist educated in the Latin tradition. At one moment, for example, Bonfinius gives Hunyadi a Livian oration to stir his troops following the defeat at Varna, a speech whose grandeur is clearly a flattering homage by Bonfinius to the father of his patron. Given the presence of influential university-educated playwrights working for London companies, the playwright of Vayvode may also have had access to similar resources.

We may tentatively explore this possibility even further by considering one of the most interesting proposals, advanced by Hugh G. Dick, regarding
Tamburlaine’s sources: namely, that Marlowe may have had access to Richard Knolles’s magisterial Generall Historie of the Turkes, a book that was not in fact published until 1603. Dick substantiates his counterintuitive claim by establishing that both Marlowe and Knolles had a close connection to Sir Roger Manwood; that Knolles’s book reached a state of near-completion well before it saw publication; and, as Knolles himself claims in his ‘Induction’, that he left the manuscript with Sir Roger’s son Peter Manwood for ‘many years’. While Dick refrains from a detailed comparison of texts, he describes Knolles’s Historie as having ‘all the qualities pitiably lacking in all the sources as far claimed: superb amplitude of detail, extraordinary narrative and dramatic vigor, and an epic sweep of style and conception’. Since Knolles’s work extensively reproduced details from Bonfinius, Marlowe may have based some of the speeches in 2 Tamburlaine on those that appeared in Knolles’s version. Marlowe’s access to this work in manuscript is, of course, far from certain; however, the possibility is worth mentioning in the context of Vayvode since the Generall Historie contains an extended narrative of the Battle of Varna and the role of Hunyadi therein, filling eleven dense folio pages. As we assume from the nature of Henslowe’s payments, Chettle was employed in August 1598 for revisions to an old play. As such, we have no evidence about the educational background or personal connections of the original Vayvode playwright. Even if we dismiss the Marlowe-Knolles connection as improbable, or too rare for any other playwright to have enjoyed, we can suggest that the anonymous author of Vayvode may well have had the educational background and ability to access non-English texts, such as Bonfinius, as sources for his play.

Other Candidates

As I have tried to show, the play titled Vayvode performed by the Admiral’s Men in 1598 was likely about John Hunyadi. His story was accessible in one of the most ubiquitous books in early modern England, and could be supplemented by other sources, which, depending on the resources available to the playwright, may have included highly detailed depictions of Hunyadi’s life and times. He was, moreover, a figure of considerable popularity who had participated in celebrated battles, and the genre and setting of his story would have been attractively compatible with popular and profitable theatrical trends of the 1590s. I will conclude by mentioning three other potential candidates for the eponymous vaivode of the Admiral’s play;
my intention is less to disprove their candidacy than to acknowledge that Hunyadi is not the only possibility and to suggest that cases might well be made on their behalf.

John Zápolya (1487–1540), another vaivode of Transylvania, was, according to Samuel C. Chew, ‘doubtless’ the hero of the play. This nomination is at least possible. In Foxe’s account of the life of Suleiman, Zápolya, who is mentioned several times with the title of vaivode, is a rival of Ferdinand, king of Austria, after the succession of the latter to become king of Hungary in 1526. Zápolya, unlike Hunyadi, creates alliances with the Turks, enlisting Suleiman to help him expel Ferdinand from Buda. A long and impressive description of the Siege of Vienna (1529), however, overshadows the story of Zápolya, who plays no part in that famous event. Of course, the playwright may have consulted other contemporaneous sources that described Zápolya’s career in greater detail.

The suggestion by John Payne Collier and Louis Wann that the play treated more recent events and that its subject may have been Michael the Brave (1558–1601), the voivod of Wallachia, is another possibility worth considering, although ‘his struggle for independence against the Turks in 1597’ might seem somewhat too close to the performance date of 1598, given that Chettle’s job was that of a reviser, and that the original composition of the play (and therefore its choice of subject) must have predated August 1598, perhaps considerably. Of course, Renaissance dramatists did at times respond quickly to recent international events, as in the cases of Sir John van Olden Barnavelt in 1619 or the lost play on the overthrow of Turnhout in 1599. Michael had also been involved in significant military victories against the Turks in the years prior to 1598 after his decision to revolt against Ottoman authority. Accounts of his participation in several battles of 1595 quickly appeared in print in Pannonie Historia Chronologia (Frankfurt, 1596), a book to which Knolles apparently had access at some point: his Generall Historie includes descriptions of these battles and reproduces an illustration of the Battle of Giurgiu (also called ‘St. George’ or ‘Zorza’) from the German book. At the level of state, the young English ambassador to the Porte, Edward Barton, was sending regular dispatches on the situation to Lord Burghley, later to Sir Thomas Heneage, and then to Sir Robert Cecil, as the events were taking place. Further research might well uncover evidence for a wider dissemination of the news in the years before the performance of Vayvode. Incidentally, Michael the Brave’s short-lived achievement of
unifying the Romanian principalities and his subsequent assassination both postdate the Admiral’s play.

Another possible candidate for the vaivode of the Admiral’s Men’s play, perhaps the most tempting, is the notorious Vlad the Impaler (1431–1476) of Wallachia. Allusions in English texts to Vlad as a cruel and sadistic tyrant generally appear to postdate the entries for Vayvode in Henslowe’s Diary. In 1635, for example, we encounter: ‘The mountainous part of Transylvania was lately subdued by Matthias Huniades, whose surname was Corvinus, and afterward by Stephen King of Hungary. This Matthias tooke alive one Dracula, a Vaivode or Prince of the mountainous Transylvania, a man of unheard of cruelty, and after ten yeares imprisonment, restored him to his former place’. Further research, however, might well uncover some relevant allusions in English texts before 1598. One of the key works that propagated the monstrous reputation of Vlad was Bonfinius’s Rerum Ungaricarum Decades. Unlike German broadsides and Russian manuscripts that we may safely suppose would have been inaccessible, Bonfinius was apparently known to some English writers in the sixteenth century: even if one is sceptical about Marlowe’s familiarity, Bonfinius’s name appears cited in Of the Russe Common Wealth by Giles Fletcher (London, 1591) and as one of the historical authorities in the aforementioned Historie of George Castriot, Surnamed Scanderbeg (London, 1596). In Bonfinius we find the familiar image of Vlad’s extreme cruelty, elegantly chatting with his friends amidst the impaled corpses of innumerable Turks. As described earlier, Marlowe may well have encountered Bonfinius either in the original Latin or in translation; however, another possible source for Marlowe was the Turkish history of Laonicus Chalcocondylas, written in Greek, translated into Latin by Conrad Clauerus in 1556 and later into French by Blaise de Vigenère in 1577. Like Bonfinius, Chalcocondylas is another early historian to depict Vlad as a murderous tyrant, giving the episodes of his cruelty more detail. One particularly vivid description of Vlad’s technique of impaling his enemies appears when Mehmed II (‘Mahomet’) pursues the Wallachians under Vlad (‘Wladus’) in 1462. The passage appears Englished in Knolles’s Generall Historie as follows:

As he marched along the countrey, he came to the place where the Bassa and the secretarie were hanging vpon two high gibbets, and the dismembred Turks empailed vpon stakes about them: with which sight he was grieuously offended. And passing on farther, came to a plaine containing in breadth almost a mile,
and in length two miles, set full of gallowes, gibbets, wheels, stakes, and other instruments of terror, death, and torture; all hanging full of the dead carcases of men, women, and children, thereupon executed, in number (as was deemed) about twenty thousand. There was to be seen the father, with his wife, children and whole family, hanging together upon one gallows; and the bodies of sucking babes, sticking upon sharp stakes; others with all their limbs broken upon wheels, with many other strange and horrible kinds of death: so that a man would have thought, that all the torments the Poets fain to bee in hell had been there put in execution. All these were such as the notable, but cruel prince, jealous of his estate, had either for just desert, or some probable suspicion, put to death; and with their goods rewarded his soldiers: whose cruel manner was, together with the offender to execute the whole family, yea sometimes the whole kindred. Mahomet, although he was by nature of a fierce and cruel disposition, wondered to see so strange a spectacle of extreme cruelty: yet said no more but that Wladus knew how to have his subjects at command. 71

That Marlowe may have read passages like this is within the realm of possibility. The possibility that the playwright of Vayvode may have done so too cannot be discounted outright.

Indeed, to think about lost plays is to work in a world of competing probabilities and shifting assumptions: new evidence and new arguments can illuminate what was once obscure and unsettle claims that once seemed self-evident. While the first section of this essay argues that John Hunyadi represents a particularly strong candidate for the subject of the Admiral’s Vayvode, I hope that this cursory survey of some alternative possibilities might encourage other scholars to champion the claims of these rival vaivodes and even to send new contenders into the fray. 72 ‘Here commeth Vaivoda’.
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